
Features:

1. SET INCLUDES: with leather cover, 5 pcs replaceable razors.

2. DURABLE MATERIALS: Handles are made of wooden handle for secure grip equipped with a
sharp stainless steel razor.

3. INCLUDES COVER: Comes with a leather cover to store when not in use and protect your
fingers. 
4 .EFFORTLESS DOUGH SLASHING: Slash loaves with ease before baking. Curved blades reach
underneath crust as you cut.

5. Replaceable: There are 5 additional replacement blades.

 

Note : Curved blades reach underneath crust as you cut.

 

Dough scoring lame is the most essential baking tool and it helps baker creating more
perfect cuisine.
Using a bread scoring lame to slash on the loaf's surface can keeps perfect bread appearance, as it
allows the dough to properly expand without tearing the skin or crust. Besides, slashes on dough
promote moisture to escape from the loaf and release gas like carbon dioxide that is trapped inside
the dough.

Proper scoring with an good tool also helps the baker to control exactly where the bread will bloom.
This significantly keeps perfect appearance of breads. Using scoring tools also creates bread and
loaf of varieties in forms and appearance, which could show the bread baker's artistic talent and tag
a unique signature on the loaf.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Bread-lame.htm


Stainless steel bread lame with wooden handle from Tsingbuy bakeware manufacturer is
an excellent choice for bakers.
There are 5 pieces of razors in a set of bread scoring lame. It also comes with a leather cover to hold

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Bread-lame.htm


the razor when it is not in use, so to protect your fingers from hurt by the sharp blade.



 

The good curved blades make good cuts in dough and can also reach underneath crust as
you making slashes. It doesn’t only make the bread appealing and professional look, but
also make baking more easier and faster.



Blade is held on the stainless steel bread lame by compression in good stability. It will not
slide off easily if you installed it properly. What’s more, the handles are made of wooden
for stable grip.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Bread-lame.htm






About us

After more than 10 years care and support from our customers, Tsingbuy Industry Limited has been developing to be a
professional bakeware manufacturer and supplier. Today, we have customers and friends from more than 50 countries are
using our products; we enjoy the happiness of baking, friendship and business success, just like the tempting flavor of the
bread.



 

 

Related Products



https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Closed-frame-Aluminum-baguette-bread-pan-TSFP02.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Perforated-bread-biscuit-baking-tray-from-China-perforated-baking-tray-TSPP04.html


 

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Customized-size-professional-bakers-bread-proofing-couches.html

